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About This Game

Atomic Adam: Episode 1 is a gaming experience packed to the brim with nostalgic retro action! Fight, fly and shoot your way
through a fully 3D world filled with giant rats, grey aliens, UFO's, boss battles and insane combat, all with an art style inspired
by the retro action games of yesterday. As rock star Atomic Adam, you'll battle your way through Delta City defeating bosses
on your hunt for the infamous Deathbot. None is more mysterious than Deathbot who traveled to Delta City with his army to

usurp the city and its resources. Atomic Adam is tasked with finding Mayor Lamowitz's wife who was kidnapped by Deathbot
and now held hostage. Deathbot now demands Mayor Lamowitz to resign or he will never see his wife again!

Do you have what it takes to save Delta City before it falls in to the hands of Deathbot? Atomic Adam represents a new story in
the Radical Heroes Universe. Complete with a new hero, game play mechanics, story and action all in the retro inspired universe

of Radical Heroes.

 An action packed pick up and play for all ages!
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 Explore a city filled to the brim with Insane enemies and rewarding secrets and Achievements!

 Tons of diverse weapons and pickups keep the mayhem fresh!

 3 massive areas to unlock and explore!

 Unique combat system strings your moves automatically as you mash the kick and punch buttons!
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Title: Atomic Adam: Episode 1
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Mad Unicorn Games
Publisher:
Mad Unicorn Games
Release Date: 30 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 9.0c compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 700 MB available space
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I would not rcommend this game to anyone, even someone I was trying to bore to death. The instructions, if you can call them
that, do not give you much insight as to what needs to be done. The voice used is really annoying and the after 30 minutes of
play (if you could call it that) I quit and removed this from my computer. It was a complete waste of less than $3.00 and a bad
idea in general.. needs to have a feature that allows us to save between levels, with death being permanent and forcing the save
file to delete or start over. i enjoy this game, but was disappointed to make it to level 3 and then be forced to quit (have to go to
work) without having the option to pick up where i left off when i get home.

if you're a devil daggers fan then you will need this in your library. it's extremely challenging and fun as hell.

also, devs, you guys should just call it Autumn Night and take 3d shooter out of the title. I loved the game. The art style is cool
and the game-play can either be really easy or really hard depending on which difficulty setting you decide to play it on. It is a
fun little metroidvania that easily used up ten hours of my life getting most of the achievements. The last three I don't expect to
be too tough on easy mode, except for the pacifist achievement which I think will be more of a pain in the butt than the rest of
them. Those damn mongos are everywhere and it is tough not to kill one on accident...

If you like metroidvanias and bright colors this may be a game for you.

There are two secrets that I couldn't figure out though and they may be connected. There is a trap door at the beginning of the
game that I can't open for the life of me and an area at the end of the game that I can't quite reach. If anyone figures out how to
open that damn door please post the solution to the discussion boards...

EDIT: I got the last 3 achievements in one final play-through on easy mode and it took about 2 hours. The pacifist achievement
was still annoying though.... One of the best bullet hell shooters out there. It may not have the most original gameplay out there,
but Excced 2nd combines multiple bullet hell shooter games together from the switching color bullets of Ikruga, to the bullet
hell action of Touhou, making a awesome experience for players looking for a shooting challenge. The story continues from the
last game, the war between the vampires and the gun bullet children, which is very intriguing and suspenseful to hear, so I
recommend you don't turn off the dialogue. The characters are drawn very professionally, it only makes you wish the Exceed
series had an anime. You can choose from several different modes, easy, normal, hard, and the extreme Exceed difficulty,
making players get introduced to what bullet hell shooters are all about through difficulties. There is also a scoring and replay
mode, where you can compete for the best scores and watch your previous performances. And the music is just possibly THE
BEST VIDEO GAME MUSIC I HAVE EVER HEARD, the songs are just so catchy, the composer did a very great job making
this masterpiece soundtrack. I definitely recommend you check this bullet hell beauty, even more than the first and third entries
in the series, and even other bullet hell shooters. It's a non-miss for a well worthy $6, so please give it a try, from it's beautifully
composed music and graphics, to it's amazing gameplay.. What more could you want?. Played this game for over an hour solid
on the first go, it's bloody addictive.. Decent simple little old dos game. nothing amazing, but very playable and once you get
past the first couple pure luck fights in a scenario, the strategy is engaging.. I really, really wanted to like this game. I love the
first two games in the series, and I backed this one on Kickstarter. I just really didn't like the 3D map. In the previous games I
could always see everything at a glance. It felt like a small, contained puzzle. With the 3D map I'm constantly rotating and
looking around, trying to get the information I need to make the best decision.

I tried it again recently to see if I liked it any better, and it seems there's something about recent Windows 10 updates that has
caused major mouse cursor issues. I at least got the game working by changing some DPI setting in the Compatibility tab of the
game .exe Properties, but the 3D map flails around spasticly with the smallest mouse movements, making it basically
unplayable. There haven't been any updates on this game in 2 years. It seems like the developers have abandoned the game, and
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Makes GTA V embarassed. I played this ages back when it was just Alteil on browser, and before its reboot to Alteil Horizons.
So when I saw it on steam, I got it again and was looking forward to playing. I even contacted support about my old decks on old
accounts. And full props to them, they reset passwords to my email and I got my old cards back next day. So top notch support.

But unfortunately, thats where things grind to a halt. I run an i7 windows 10 and haven't any problems running any game I've got
so far. So it came as quite a surprise how bad this card game runs. Actually, barely runs. As I said, I've played this before, but
years ago. So I went to the tutorial to get a refresher. Didn't acually explain much and it soon crashed. So I said "Fine, i'll relearn
playing NPCs" So I went to arena's to duel NPCs. I haven't managed to load into a game yet. Been trying on and off for a few
days now and haven't managed to start a game so far. I actually have it in the background running now hopeing to load in. And
in this time, I have gone and read the current 56 reviews of this product. And then had time to write this review myself. And still
not gotten in.

Maybe I'll just try and challenge a player (despite barely remembering how to play or what my deck is set to do) and it may run
then. Cause otherwise the only play I have got from this game so far is the single player missions. I've done 2 which ran fine but
they came with set decks rather than using my own, so didn't really help me with learning my game or deck. A story mode with
set goals and actions rather than normal game mechanics.

But overall, this was a great disappointment. I'd like to say I recommend this game, but I just can't in it's current state. The fact
that I also have to use windows task manager to fully close this game says something. It is free, so you can just get it and try to
see if it runs for you but there are many better card games around, even free ones.. Hacknet was better - but this is an okay
"hack-lite" game which mostly consists of just poking around looking for the right clues to submit.. 100 hours in... level 195.
This game has been a great experience and continues to be every time I play it. The gauntlets at high level, while hard to find a
group to do them with, are incredibly challenging and need a great deal of strategy to defeat. Story mode is great for a quick
farm, or leveling (currently on insane difficulty, extremely hard to progress.) The Community is great as well, don't let the few
so-so people that don't like anyone throw you off. Being able to hang out with the dev after each patch is amazing as well, being
able to see what the plans are for the future, and getting those hard to answer questions answered. 100/10, Will continue playing.
Cmon guys, it's free to play. Might as well give it a try!. For a game that's basically Anime Ikaruga, it's pretty neat! Don't get me
wrong, Ikaruga is pretty great, but playing it, it sometimes feels like the switching mechanic was enough for them and they
never really got super crazy with the patterns. It also feels a bit slow, to me. This game takes that stuff, and then runs with it. It's
got nice/pretty/nasty patterns, dynamic difficulty, and the graphics and sound are pretty damn good for a doujin shmup. Worth
picking up!. PPAP PLAYS*
-I have a friends
-I have a Stick Fight: The Game
*UH*
-I have no friends. Well.. started playing it today.. it has a creepy feeling to it and i got a bit scared( so seems to be worth my
money..I will come back later. So far it seems very good :D. An utter garbage that manifests the greed and laziness of current
game publishers\/developers. I have no idea why people praise Ubisoft because they are nothing different than EA, a typical
example should be GRW or FC5's season pass, it is just Ubisoft f*uck gamers in a more delicate way.
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